RESOLUTION NO. 50 - S-2003

A RESOLUTION RATIFYING THE TERRITORIAL BOUNDARIES
OF BARANGAY ANIBAN I AND ZAPOTE IV
OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF BACOOR

WHEREAS, the acknowledged and recognized boundaries of Barangay Aniban I and Zapote IV are problematic and uncertain and most often than not result to conflicting claims between and among barangays causing disharmony in the relationship of all the barangays concerned;

WHEREAS, it is to the best interest of the barangay to finally settle disputes and conflicts between its adjacent barangays resulting from its ambiguous and unsettled boundaries due to the absence of appropriate muniments identifying the true metes and bounds of the barangay;

WHEREAS, identifying the legal and clear boundaries of the barangay would bring in much business and income to the barangay brought about by the identification of commercial and business establishments of the barangay as well as real property units thereof;

WHEREAS, the newly identified boundaries of the barangay shall enable its officials to efficiently manage and serve its constituents;

NOW, THEREFORE

BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE SANGGUNIANG BAYAN OF BACOOR, on motion of Honorable Councilor Avelino B. Solis and duly seconded by Honorable Councilor Roberto J. Saquitan, on its special session, hereby ratifies and approves the new territorial boundaries of Barangay Aniban I and Zapote IV as recommended by the Joint Executive-Legislative Arbitration Committee.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that the attached recommendation as well as the accompanying Barangay Resolutions and Maps serve as guides for the fabrication and installation of appropriate muniments to accurately identify and mark the new territorial boundaries of the concerned barangays.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that copies of this Sangguniang Bayan Resolution and all its attachments be furnished to all government concerned agencies for their information and appropriate action.

ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor this 24th of June 2003 during its special session held at the Water Village Restaurant, Panapaan VI, Bacoor, Cavite.
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RESPECTFULLY ENDORSE TO THE SANGGUNIANG BAYAN FOR RATIFICATION THE ATTACHED SANGGUNIANG BAYAN RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING THE NEW TERRITORIAL BOUNDARIES OF BARANGAY ANIBAN I AND ZAPOTE IV.

RELATIVE TO THE TERRITORIAL CLAIM OF ZAPOTE IV OVER SEVERAL BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS, SPECIFICALLY THE KALINISAN AREA THAT CROSSED OVER THE ANIBAN-MOLINO ROAD, THE ARBITRATION COMMITTEE HEREBY SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR YOUR REFERENCE AND FINAL DECISION:

1. THAT THE ANIBAN-MOLINO ROAD SERVES AS THE DISTINCT BOUNDARY DIVIDING ZAPOTE IV AND ANIBAN I.
2. THAT ALL BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS AND HOUSEHOLDS SOUTH OF THE SAID ROAD BE UNDER THE TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF ANIBAN I.
3. THAT THE TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF ZAPOTE IV COVERS ONLY ALL BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS AND HOUSEHOLDS LOCATED NORTH OF THE ANIBAN-MOLINO ROAD.

THESSE RECOMMENDATIONS WERE BASED ON THE AFFIDAVIT EXECUTED BY FORMER BARANGAY CAPTAIN CORAZON GAWARAN OF THE WHOLE ZAPOTE AREA BEFORE IT WAS DIVIDED INTO DIFFERENT BARANGAYS. THE SAID DOCUMENT AFFIRMS THAT THE BOUNDARY OF ZAPOTE VIS-À-VIS ANIBAN IS ONLY UP TO THE MEDIAN OF THE ANIBAN-MOLINO ROAD (ARTICLE 4b).

THEREFORE, FOR PURPOSES OF CLEAR AND ACCURATE TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION AS WELL AS EFFICIENT PROVISION OF BASIC SERVICES, THE NEW TERRITORIAL BOUNDARY OF ZAPOTE IV AND ANIBAN I IS HEREBY RECOMMENDED TO BE DISTINCTLY DIVIDED BY THE ANIBAN-MOLINO ROAD.